PragamDev announces the deposit of its tools source code at the Agency for the Protection of Programs.

Paris - France - January 10, 2005 - PragamDev has made a deposit of the source code of its development and tracing tools Real Time Developer Studio and MSC Tracer at the Agency for the Protection of Programs.

"The deposit of our source code protects us against piracy but mostly protects our customers investment against any potential failure to support our products. Considering the tough economical environment the market went through the last three years and the strong technical shift of some editors, any serious software tool vendor ought to make a deposit of its source code." said Emmanuel Gaudin CEO for PragamDev.

About PragamDev

PragamDev is a privately held company based in Paris France that provides a set of tools for the development and trace of real time and embedded software: Real Time Developer Studio and MSC Tracer based on UML, SDL, and SDL-RT graphical languages.

Real Time Developer Studio technology was one of the winners of the 2001 edition of the national competition on innovative technologies organized by the French ministry of research.


About SDL-RT

SDL-RT (Specification and Description Language - Real Time) is the real time extension to SDL. It introduces the missing concepts in SDL such as semaphores manipulations and embedded C language gathering the original languages benefits:

- Graphical representations
- Object orientation
- Precision

Version 2.0 introduces UML (Unified Modeling Language) support.
SDL-RT is free and available on http://www.sdl-rt.org.

About the Agency for the Protection of Programs

Since its inception in 1982, the APP has played a key role in defending computer software-related Intellectual Property Rights. APP is leading the way to the future for the rights management in the field of information technology. Today it is working at developing solutions to protect dematerialized digitalized contents. As a founding member of the INTERDEPOSIT network, APP is also expanding internationally through the support of the "IDDN" identification system.

PragmaDev and Real Time Developer Studio are registered trademarks of PragmaDev.
All other names mentioned are trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of their respective companies.
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